Visage Composite Doors
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Low maintenance composite doors with
the look and feel of traditional timber
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Historically, the choice of entrance door has been limited to
timber, which can expand, contract or warp and requires
regular maintenance or PVCu which lacks the authentic
wooden door look and can expand and warp.

GRP faced composite doors oﬀer the
perfect alternative

The skins on our door are manufactured fromGRP (Glass Reinforced
Polyester). They are compression moulded to give a high deﬁnition
panel design which oﬀers authentic timber appearance and the
thermosetting manufacturing process means that they are
unaﬀected by variations in temperature.

The stiles and rails are of a water resistant composite material and
are bonded to the skins.

The insulating core consists of 100% CFC-free polyurethane which
provides superior thermal performance and enhances the doors
soundprooﬁng.

The ﬁnished product is a door which is strong, stable, durable, secure
and which is indiscernible from timber.

Outer Frame

Specially designed 70mm uPVC outer frame with dual seal weather
prooﬁng and a choice of thresholds to meet every requirement
including new regulations for mobility access.

Glazing

24mm toughened safety glass double glazed units with a choice of
decorative glass to further enhance the appearance of your door.

All doors come with high security multipoint locking with a choice
of ﬁnishes that meet the requirements of the latest B.S.I.
security standards.
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The ﬁrst impression a visitor gets of
a home is the front door and it is
important both for the home and
the owner that it looks its best.

ECO FRIENDLY

The beneﬁts of purchasing a GRP Door

Energy eﬃcient & environmentally friendly
The panel has nine times better insulation than a timber
door Polyurethane cor is 100% CFC-free and oﬀers
enhanced sound and heat insulation

Technologically Advanced
Pre-pigmented skins are easy to maintain
Engineered composite rails and stiles which completely
seal the insulating core

Stable
The thermoset manufacturing process means the panel
will not expand or contract with changing temperature
Will not bow, warp, crack, splinter or dent

Authentic Appearance
Woodgrain eﬀect is indistinguishable from timber
Compression moulded, high-deﬁnition panel display
Authentic through colour skins
Available in a range of styles and sizes
Accepts a wide range of glazing options

Strong & Durable
High impact-resistant GRP (Glass Reinforced Polyester)
skins 44mm thick leaf for increased security

Technical Speciﬁcation

1. Low maintenance, paint free, robust and easy clean surface. Manufactured
for strong impact strength and both thermal and UV stable, using G.R.P skins
2. Steel reinforced 70mm PVCu frame, extruded to B7413 speciﬁcations

3. Adjustable high security hinges

4. Cassette system with 24mm toughened glass unit

5. Multi point locking system with high security hookbolts
that meet police preferred security speciﬁcation by Winkhaus

6. Optional automated locking available

7. Fully sealed door leaf to prevent water penetration

8. Embossed woodgrain texture for traditional looks and feel of timber

9. Stylish handles with a “slamshut” option

10.Stylish 180 letter plates suited to match the handle colour

11. High thermal and sound insulation up to 9 times more insulation than a
timber door

Optional high performance, low aluminium threshold providing wheelchair access,
improved looks and weatherability (not shown)

Why not ask about our Secured by Design upgrade?

"Secured by Design" is the official UK Police
initiative supporting effective crime prevention
and security standards for a large range
of products.
• The SBD logo is the only symbol that
guarantees national Police approval of a product.

• "Visage" doors meet the "Police Preferred Specification"
and as such are "Secured by Design"

• SBD option will improve your security and
you may even get a discount on your home Insurance Cover.

All doors are CE marked in line with
the Construction Products Regulation July 2013.

Colour Options
WHITE

RED

BLUE

BLACK

GREEN ROSEWOOD

OAK

DARK
GREY

LIGHT
GREY

DUCK EGG GARNET CHARTWELL STONEY
BLUE
RED
GREEN
GROUND
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Kariba Glass

Dual Aspect Red Glass

Barombi Glass

Bamburgh- Elegant and Contemporary

Our Bamburgh door is Elegant and Contemporary and is the most popular range of door styles.
This model is a superb choice for our new Dual Aspect decorative glass range.
Dual Aspect is triple glazed and is available in a selection of red, green, blue and black fusion tiles.

A choice of backing glass should be made for all glass shown except for types marked with*
which have a degree of privacy built in and do not have an obscure backing option.

glazing improves the energy rating of your door.
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Glass Options

Dual Aspect Dual Aspect Dual Aspect Dual Aspect
Black
Blue
Green
Red

FLAIR*

FINESSE* CLASSIC*

Exclusive Range

ASPEN

NOIR RENAISSANCE

Bamburgh with
Scotia glass

SPIRE

Conway with
Kariba glass

KARIBA

KIVU

York with
MED glass

TURKANA BAROMBI

Duck Egg Blue
Bamburgh with Noir glass
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CLASSIC Glass

Bamburgh
Light Grey Door with
RENAISSANCE glass

Bamburgh- Elegant and Contemporary

As the Bamburgh is a number one choice among our customers we now provide a far greater selection
of decorative styles. Many of our glass models are brand new and are reﬂective of the very latest
technology in the industry. All decorative designs are hand crafted and small inclusions and uneven
surfaces are all part of the handcrafted character of the glazing and should not be deemed as a fault.

A choice of backing glass should be made for all glass shown except for types marked with*
which have a degree of privacy built in and do not have an obscure backing option.
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Glass Options

SPIRE Glass

Infinity Glass

KARA*

KARA*
Blue

KARA*
Green

KARA*
Grey

KARA*
Red

SCOTIA*

ELD

MED

INFINITY

PRAIRIE*

FLEUR

Pilkington Satin gives 84% light transmission with 100% privacy - more information available on Pilkington website

SATIN
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Exclusive Range

ASPEN

NOIR

RENAISSANCE

SPIRE

TURKANA

BAROMBI

Dual Aspect Red Glass

Balmoral- Stylish and Traditional

Our Balmoral model carries the option of single or 3 panel glazing depending on the desired levels of
light and privacy that are required. As with all our door styles a wide range of colours and ﬁnishes are
available and we even colour match drip bars to blend perfectly with your new door.

A choice of backing glass should be made for all glass shown except for types marked with*
which have a degree of privacy built in and do not have an obscure backing option.

glazing improves the energy rating of your door.
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Glass Options

Dual Aspect
Black

Dual Aspect
Blue

Dual Aspect
Green

Dual Aspect
Red

FLAIR*

FINESSE*

CLASSIC*

SCOTIA*

MED

INFINITY

PRAIRIE*

KARA is also
available in

Blue
Green
Grey

KARA*

FLEUR

Red

SATIN

Pilkington Satin gives 84% light transmission with 100% privacy more information available on Pilkington website

BALMORAL WITH
SUNBURST GRID

Dark Grey BALMORAL 3
WITH SPIRE GLAZING
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Exclusive Range

TURKANA

BAROMBI

ASPEN

NOIR

RENAISSANCE

SPIRE

Aspen Glass

Edinburgh- Regal and Distinguished

The Edinburgh is perhaps our most distinguished door with an abundance of character and style.
Available as a solid door, 2 panel or even a lavish 4 panel this design can truly make an entrance grand.

A choice of backing glass should be made for all glass shown except for types marked with*
which have a degree of privacy built in and do not have an obscure backing option.

glazing improves the energy rating of your door.
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Glass Options

Dual Aspect
Black

Dual Aspect
Blue

Dual Aspect
Green

Dual Aspect
Red

FLAIR*

FINESSE*

CLASSIC*

SCOTIA*

MED

INFINITY

PRAIRIE*

KARA is also
available in

Blue
Green
Grey

KARA*

FLEUR

Red

SATIN

Pilkington Satin gives 84% light transmission with 100% privacy more information available on Pilkington website

Garnet Red
Edinburgh with
ASPEN glazing

Edinburgh solid

Edinburgh with
TURKANA glazing
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Windsor

KARA*

FLEUR

PRAIRIE*

SCOTIA*

SATIN Glazing

Is available for both
Windsor and Caernarfon.

NEW 3BK Glass

Windsor &
Caernarfon

SATIN

- Classic and Welcoming

The Windsor and Caernarfon models maximize the amount of
light that can ﬂood into an entrance yet each glazing option
still provides good levels of obscurity.
A choice of backing glass should be made for all glass shown except for types marked with*
which have a degree of privacy built in and do not have an obscure backing option.

Windsor with
INFINITY Glazing

Windsor with
Georgian Grid
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Glass Options
Exclusive Range

INFINITY

ASPEN

NOIR

RENAISSANCE

SPIRE

Caernarfon
KARA border is also
available in

FLEUR

NEW 3BK

PRAIRIE*

SCOTIA*

Blue

Grey

Green

Red

KARA*

Exclusive Range

CORAL*
CORAL is also
available in

Caernarfon with
CORAL Blue Glazing

Caernarfon with
Georgian Grid

Pilkington Satin gives 84% light transmission with 100%
privacy - more information available on Pilkington website.

ASPEN

NOIR

Blue

Green

RENAISSANCE

SPIRE
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Dover with
Med 8 Glass

Available only in White, Oak and Rosewood.

Dover
KARA Glazed

This style is subject to a min width of 878mm.

Beaumaris, Dover, Stirling
- Modern and Diﬀerent

This selection of doors really provides the opportunity to be diﬀerent and have an entrance that is truly
unique. Our Stirling doors have a cutting edge modern look whilst our new Dover model is equally well
suitable to properties of every style.
A choice of backing glass should be made for all glass shown except for types marked with*
which have a degree of privacy built in and do not have an obscure backing option.

Glazing can be in the centre of the Stirling door
if preferred. Please mark clearly on your order
if you require this option, otherwise the glass
will be positioned as shown.
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Glass Options

Beaumaris
KARA is also
available in

Blue
Green
Grey

KARA*

Red

Stirling
KARA*

PRAIRIE*

MED

Beaumaris
RLE 9B Glazed

SCOTIA*
Barombi Glass in the Stirling

KARA*
Blue

KARA*
Green

KARA*
Grey

KARA*
Red

Dual Aspect
Black

MED

SCOTIA*

INFINITY

Exclusive Range

TURKANA

SCOTIA*

* also available in red,
green & blue. Stipployte
backing only.

Dover

KARA*

RLE 9B *

BAROMBI

ASPEN

NOIR

RENAISSANCE

SPIRE

Stirling
Dual Aspect
Glazed
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For that ultra modern
look why not choose the

Harlech option
This door features a ﬁxed satin
stainless steel bar or bow handle
unique to this style only.
On closing, the door will
automatically lock and the
key is needed to gain entry
from outside.

For that ultra modern look
choose Warwick glass.

Harlech Dual Aspect Black
Glazed with Bow handle

Harlech Warwick Glazed
with Bar handle

(Due to the random nature of this glass,
imperfections will occur).

Starlight

Starlight is available in Single or French
Door options and now in all colours.

Rosewood Starlight

Starlight Georgian Bar
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Wentworth

The ideal look for
traditional properties

Embossed woodgrain
texture for traditional looks
and feel of timber

Wentworth Sunburst

This door features a satin
stainless steel pull handle.
On closing, the door will automatically
lock and the key is needed to gain entry
from outside.
Harlech and Wentworth doors feature Satin furniture only

Wentworth Solid
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Exclusive Range

ASPEN

NOIR

RENAISSANCE

SPIRE

KIVU
PRAIRIE Glazed

Lindisfarne - 1930’s look
The Lindisfarne door depicts a vintage look
reﬂecting the style of the 1930’s.

A choice of backing glass should be made for all glass shown except for types marked with*
which have a degree of privacy built in and do not have an obscure backing option.
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Glass Options

FLAIR*

FINESSE*

CLASSIC*

SCOTIA*

KARA is also
available in

Blue
Green

PRAIRIE*

KARA*

FLEUR

SATIN

LAPTEV*
RED

LAPTEV*
GREEN

LAPTEV*
BLUE

LAPTEV*
BLACK

Pilkington Satin gives 84% light transmission with 100% privacy more information available on Pilkington website

Grey

Red

Lindisfarne with
FLEUR glazing
Lindisfarne letter plate can be positioned at the bottom if required Please state clearly on all orders, otherwise positioned as shown.
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Stable Door

Bullion
Glazing

Cottage - Rustic and Authentic

FLR Glass
Option

Time honoured appeal of a tongue and groove eﬀect that has given homes that rustic, traditional look
for years. The Cottage range, as well as full height doors, also features a practical and traditional stable
door option which is available in the solid, diamond (as illustrated), small and large glazed styles.
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Cottage - Rustic and Authentic

Cottage Style
Slim Glazed

Cottage Stable Style
Small Glazed with
Antique lead

Light Grey
Cottage Style
Small Glazed
with new FLR glass

Stoney Ground
Cottage Style
Small Glazed
with new FLR glass

Cottage Style
Bullion Glazed

Cottage Stable
Large Glazed

Duck Egg Blue
Cottage Style
Small Glazed
with new FLR glass

Chartwell Green
Cottage Style
Small Glazed
with new FLR glass

Dual Aspect
Black

Add even more character with
our new ‘Rustic Black’ furniture

Cottage letter plate can be positioned at
the bottom if required - Please state clearly
on all orders, otherwise positioned as shown.
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NICE Dark Grey
Tahoe Glazing
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Inox Glazing

European Style - British Craftmanship

Our range of stunning Inox glazed doors combine the high
performance of GRP composite materials with beautiful style
to give a truly contemporary look to any entranceway.
This range of doors use stainless steel glazing frames to the outside which as well as adding
a distinctive European ﬂair are guaranteed to keep their high shine and stunning looks for
years to come.
Added to this, these doors feature a ﬁxed satin stainless steel bar handle to inside and out and
the latest locking technology that automatically locks on closing with a key needed to gain
entry from outside. Ultra modern triple glazing options provide ultimate style and are easy
to keep clean.
A standard
lever/lever lock can
be ﬁtted to these
doors if preferred.

If you prefer
a plain look,
choose satin
glazing

Bern

Deep colour
choices

Personailse your
choice with our
colour and
glazing options

Glazing has built in obscurity –
no patterned glass choice required.

Lyon

WHITE

LIGHT
GREY

Munich

RED

BLUE

BLACK

Nice

GREEN

DUCK EGG GARNET CHARTWELL STONEY
BLUE
RED
GREEN
GROUND

DARK
GREY

Maintaining these doors couldn’t be simpler, just use soapy water not cleaning materials for a sparkling appearance.
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Inox Glazing Options
Bern Range

Glazing has built in obscurity –
no patterned glass choice required.
Also a side screen option is available.

TAHOE
is also
available in

ENCANTO
is also
available in

MURANO
is also
available in

Red

Blue

Red

Purple

Green

Purple

Green

Purple

Green

Black

White

Blue

TAHOE

ENCANTO

Blue

MURANO

Copper

Black

Munich Range

LUCERO
Green

LUCERO
is also
available in

MURANO
is also
available in

TAHOE
is also
available in

Purple

Red

Red

Grey

Purple

Purple

Copper

Green

Green

Blue

Blue

Black

MURANO
Black

TAHOE
Blue
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Lyon Range
ENCANTO
is also
available in

TAHOE
is also
available in

MURANO
is also
available in

Blue

Red

Red

Green

Purple

Purple

Purple

Green

Green

White

Black

Blue

ENCANTO

TAHOE

Nice Range
Copper

ENCANTO
is also
available in

Blue
Green
Purple
White

ENCANTO
Copper

MURANO

Blue

TAHOE
Blue

Black

TAHOE
is also
available in

ASPEN
is also
available in

Red

Red

Purple

Purple

Green

Green

Black

Black

ASPEN
Blue
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Glass Options

Bevel Cluster

Ultimate bevel

Tudor Rose
Fleur Glazed

Alnwick - 1930’s look

Kivu

If your property suits a ‘1930’s’ nostalgic look, this door is the stylish choice.
Alnwick features a classic full glazed top with bespoke options as shown.

Alnwick letter plate can be positioned
at the bottom if required - Please state
clearly on all orders, otherwise positioned
as shown.

Pilkington Satin gives 84% light transmission with 100% privacy more information available on Pilkington website

Satin

FD30 Firecheck Doors
Our 30 minute Fireproof
doors give protection
with an attractive ﬁnish.
Fireproof doors provide
the solution for doors
in ﬂats, shared entrances
or in domestic dwellings,
between a garage and a
house as required by
Building regulations.
Available in white, black,
blue, green or red, our
ﬁredoors have a white EcoFrame
outerframe and Low Aluminium
threshold as standard.

Our FD30 doors are covered using
products associated with
EXOVA WARRINGTON Fire assesment
reference WF Report No. 310098.

Keyless
Living

Embrace the future of door security
with the latest Keyfree technology
making keys obsolete.

• No more problems if you forget your key or simply don’t want
to carry your key with you. Pin Code Access

• A small, remote control fob can also be used to unlock your home
• No more rummaging around in your bag for keys
• No more cutting keys for visitors

• If your children forget the Pin Code you can simply text them the number
• Mechanical override key in emergencies
• Battery operated/No external wiring

• Voice notiﬁcation prompts you when door is locked, unlocked or battery low
• Available in polished chrome or polished gold ﬁnish
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Finishing Touches

Letterplates

Knockers

Victorian Slim

Black

Gold

Chrome White

Bronze

Satin

Black

Gold

Chrome

White

Satin

Bronze

Victorian Urn

Black

Gold

Rustic Black

u

Chrome

White

Handles

Black

Gold

Satin

Pad* **

Bronze

Satin

Rustic
Black

u

Viewers
Available in Brass
and Chrome

Rustic Black features a traditional textured, hammered ﬁnish.

u

Chrome

u

White

Rustic Black

See page 21 for
bigger image

* Pad handles available in all ﬁnishes
** Available with a slamshut option only

Bronze
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Obscure Glass
Options

Where appropriate we recommend that textured
backing glasses are used. These add an extra level
of privacy to your entrance door and we offer four
Contora
designs as standard from the Pilkington Range.
If requested, we can supply any of the Pilkington
Texture range as backing glass options. View the
complete range at www.pilkington.com.
Glasses marked * do not have an option for textured
backing glass, as they have built-in obscurity.

Minster

Colour Matched Drip Bars
Colour matched drip bars to improve
weatherability that blend perfectly into
the colour of your door

Venetian
Blind
Doorlites

Cotswold

Stippolite

Low Threshold Option

Our accessories include a low Aluminium threshold
door sill, which improves access. For wheel chairs
and prams, an optional Aluminium ramp can be
specified - please state when ordering if required.

The Venetian blind is encapsulated
within the insulated glass cavity of this
Doorlite to provide a zero maintenance blind
that requires no cleaning. The blind can be raised,
lowered or tilted easily using the unobtrusive
fingertip controls on the edge of the frame.
Only available on the Windsor Door
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Side Screen options

Composite side screen panels are available
in all colours to match the Bamburgh,York or
Conway styles. We recommend these frames
are split. Minimum sizes are 1203mm wide with
a single side screen and 1571mm with a double.

Any Pilkington glass can be specified as a
backing glass to all types without a * against
them. For glass shown with * in your main door,
we recommend Stippolite or Contora in the
sidescreens as the nearest match. Always check
with your supplier before choosing.

Arched Door Option
All types of craftsman fabricated one piece arched
doorsets with composite door leafs are available.
Featured illustration shows the very popular twin
vertical Bamburgh black on white door, with modern
Infinity glazing.

Visage

ᓼ
Infinity glass
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Safe & Secure
Our composite doors feature
multi-point locking, securely
fastening the door to a fully reinforced
frame with a combination of hookbolts
and deadbolt. Additional option
of a traditional slam shut facility.
Locking options include:

• Handle operated hookbolts
as standard

• Slam shut facility* whereby when
the door is closed it can only be
opened from the outside with a key

• Stable door locking, features handle
operated hookbolt and deadbolt to
top, thumb turn operated
and deadbolt and internal shoot bolt
to bottom.
* Please note that for complete security the
locks should be fully engaged by lifting the
handle and engaging the key

For the Ultimate
Security Upgrade
Fit Visage ‘Magnum’ cylinders

* anti bump

* anti snap

* anti drill

* anti pick

The SBD logo is the only symbol that guarantees
national Police approval of a product.

Reproduction of this brochure in whole or part is strictly forbidden. All products in this brochure are copyrighted and legal action will be taken
against any person or company found infringing our intellectual rights (Design and Patents Act 1988 Section 107 refers).
Due to variations in the photographic process, colours shown in this leaﬂet may vary from the actual product. It is advisable to refer to a
product sample before making your purchase.
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0161 303 9482

The company has a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right to change any products
and speciﬁcations given in this brochure.

